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Abstract—In heterogeneous cellular networks (HetNets) with
macro base station (MBS) and multiple small BSs (SBSs), cell
association of user equipment (UE) affects UE transmission rate
and network throughput. Conventional cell association rules
are usually based on UE received signal-to-interference-and-
noise-ratio (SINR) without being aware of other UE statistical
characteristics, such as user movement and distribution. User be-
haviors can indeed be exploited for improving long term network
performance. In this paper, we investigate UE cell association
in HetNets by exploiting both individual and clustering user
behaviors with aim to maximize long-term system throughput.
We model the problem as a stochastic optimization problem, and
prove that it is PSPACE-hard. For mathematical tractability, we
solve the problem in two steps. In the first step, we investigate
UE association for a specific SBS. We use restless multi-armed
bandit model to derive association priority index for the SBS. In
the second step, we develop an Index Enabled Association (IDEA)
policy for making cell association decisions in general HetNets
based on the indices derived in the first step. IDEA determines a
set of admissible BSs for a UE based on SINR, and then associates
the UE with the BS that has the smallest index in the set. We
conduct simulation experiments to compare IDEA with other
three cell association policies. Numerical results demonstrate the
significant advantages of IDEA in typical scenarios.
Index Terms—Cell Association, HetNets, Restless Multi-Armed
Bandit, Throughput, User Behavior.
I. INTRODUCTION
Data traffic demand in cellular networks has been growing
at an exponential rate in recent years. To significantly increase
network capacity in a cost-efficient way, a paradigm shift
in network architecture from traditional single-tier homoge-
neous networks with high-power tower-mounted base stations
towards multi-tier heterogeneous cellular networks (HetNets)
is emerging [1]. HetNets are composed of traditional macro
base stations (MBSs) overlaid with lower transmit power small
base stations (SBSs) such as pico, femto and relay, which
are usually deployed in hotspot areas to enhance network
performance. In HetNets, a user equipment (UE) is allowed
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to be associated with either an MBS or an SBS due to
overlapping coverage. Intuitively, cell association may to a
great extend affect user transmission rate as well as overall
system throughput performance, due to limited radio resources
and interferences.
The cell association rule in traditional cellular networks, and
up to LTE release-8, has been based on signal-to-interference-
plus-noise-ratio (SINR) seen by the UE (called max-SINR),
i.e., a UE associates itself with the BS that provides the
strongest SINR [2]. The introduction of SBSs into traditional
macro cells leads to a heterogeneous network architecture.
When this max-SINR cell association policy applies, majority
of UEs are associated with MBS because of the significant
difference of transmit power between MBS and SBS. The
UEs served by the heavily loaded MBSs may obtain low
transmission rate due to limited radio resources. On the other
hand, this cell association rule may also lead to waste of radio
resources in SBSs and thus network throughput performance
could be far from optimality. A known improvement of cell
association rules for HetNets is Cell Range Expansion (CRE)
based on SINR [3]. This approach tries to increase the cov-
erage range of SBSs by adopting a bias to the received SINR
from SBSs so that some UEs can be offloaded to SBSs from
MBSs. However, CRE does not consider the load of small
cells when offloading traffic, and thus some small cells may
be overloaded. Furthermore, static bias cannot offset SBSs
accurately for the scenario with dynamic UE distribution and
movement. Considering network dynamics, UE mobility and
multi-tier network architecture, cell association in HetNets
becomes an essential yet challenging issue.
The cell association problem in HetNets is usually for-
mulated as an integer programming with various objectives,
such as load balance among BSs, maximization of system
or individual UE throughput, fairness among UEs [4]–[9]. A
number of mathematical tools, such as convex optimization,
game theory, Markov chain, etc., can be used to solve the
problem, and corresponding cell association policies can be
designed. These policies could be optimal for a specific
network snapshot where UEs locations, interferences, transmit
power, etc. are fixed. However, long-term system performance
of these polices may not be optimal as network dynamics, such
as UE mobility and channel quality variation, are not taken into
account. Indeed, user behaviors can be exploited to improve
long-term system throughput performance. Moreover, in real
mobile systems, some user behaviors could be predictable
based on users location and schedule by some data analysis
tools [10]–[13]. For example, the authors of [10] find a 93%
potential predictability in user mobility across the whole user
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base. Besides the study on the prediction of user behaviors,
some research work shows that user behaviors can be exploited
to optimize cellular networks performance [14]–[16].
In HetNets, SBSs are usually deployed in hotspot areas,
and user behaviors are quite different between hotspot and
non-hotspot areas. Thus it is rather meaningful to exploit user
behaviors in HetNets to make cell association decisions. In this
paper, we investigate cell association of a two-tier HetNet with
the objective to maximize the long-term system throughput by
exploiting the characteristics of user behaviors. We consider
both clustering and individual user behavior characteristics,
and formulate the cell association problem as a stochastic
optimization problem. We prove that the problem is PSPACE-
hard, and solve it in two steps. First, we analyze the UE asso-
ciation for a specific SBS. We use restless multi-armed bandit
(RMAB) model to derive the association priority index for the
SBS, which corresponds to the long-term system throughput.
Second, we develop an Index Enabled Association (IDEA)
policy to make cell association decisions for UEs based on
the indices derived in the first step. In IDEA, we determine
a set of admissible BSs for a UE based on SINR, and then
associate the UE with the BS that has the smallest index in
the set. We conduct simulation experiments to compare IDEA
with other three cell association policies. Numerical results
demonstrate the advantages of IDEA in typical scenarios.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We
begin with an overview of related work in Section II. The
system model and problem formulation are described in Sec-
tion III. In Section IV, we study UE association rules for a
specific SBS. According to the solutions, we propose a new
cell association policy IDEA for HetNets in Section V. In
Section VI we present simulation results and conclude the
paper in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
In recent years, many researchers have been addressing
the cell association problem in HetNets. The authors of [17]
present an extensive survey of the state-of-the-art in cell
association algorithms. They systematically review the studies
of user association in HetNets, massive MIMO networks,
mmWave networks, and energy harvesting networks. Focusing
on HetNets, most proposed cell association policies determine
the access BS without considering user behaviors [4]–[9],
while a little work takes it into account [18]–[20]. Indeed,
only [20] explicitly exploits user behavior for the network
selection in heterogeneous wireless networks. In the following
we briefly describe these two categories of research work.
A. Conventional Cell Association Policies
The max-SINR policy used in in 3GPP release 8 associates
a UE with the BS that provides the best SINR [7]. Similarly,
most conventional policies usually make cell association de-
cision for a specific network snapshot with aim to optimize
the instantaneous network performance. One of the popular
technical tools is game theory [4], [5], [8], [9]. The authors
of [4] propose an auction-based algorithm to achieve load
balance between MBS and femto BSs (FBSs). They first model
the cell association problem as a graph matching problem,
and use price to reflect the load of FBS. In the carefully
designed auction mechanism they show that the optimal
solution could be obtained to maximize the global utility.
In [5], the authors formulate the cell association problem
as a non-cooperative game, and then propose a distributed
algorithm named RAT-game. They analyze the convergence
and Pareto-efficiency of this algorithm. The authors of [8] and
[9] also employ game theoretical approach to address network
selection in heterogeneous wireless networks and femtocell
networks association respectively. Besides, the authors of [21]
propose an opportunistic user association for HetNets with
two traffic types: human-to-human (H2H) and machine-to-
machine (M2M). They formulate the user cell association
as a bargaining problem, and exploit Nash Bargain Solution
to obtain the association rule which can guarantee QoS of
H2H traffic while providing fair resource allocation for M2M
traffic. By using game approach we can only obtain a Nash
equilibrium, but we do not know theoretically how close
between the Nash equilibrium and the global optimality.
Optimization is another effective approach to address the
cell association problem in HetNets [6], [7]. The authors
of [6] formulate the cell association problem as an integer
programming. By assuming that the users can be associated
with multiple BSs simultaneously, the integer programming is
transformed into a convex optimization problem. Then they
use a logarithmic utility function as the optimization objective
in order to achieve the fairness between different BSs and
propose a distributed algorithm according to the dual problem.
The authors of [7] study this problem with wireless resources
and Quality of Service (QoS) constraints. They propose a
distributed cell association algorithm with aim to minimize
the global outage probability. Since the formulated problem
is an integer or mixed integer programming, the optimal
solution cannot be easily obtained. Moreover, this optimization
approach usually solves the cell association problem for a
static scenario where network settings and parameters are
fixed, and the long-term network performance is not addressed.
Besides game theory and optimization, some other mathe-
matical tools such as graph theory are also used for solving cell
association problem. For example, in [22] and [23], the authors
leverage graph theory to study the cell association with the aim
of maximizing system throughput [22] and load balance [23]
respectively.
B. User Behavior Aware Cell Association Policies
Recently, some researchers begin to discuss user behaviors
in HetNets, and they try to exploit the characteristics of the
user behaviors for energy efficient BS deployment [14], BS
sleep mode design [15], multimedia broadcast [16], etc. to
improve network performance. In addition, a few researchers
begin to consider user behaviors in cell association [18]–[20].
The authors of [18] study handoff in HetNets by considering
user behaviors such as UEs movement trajectory, position and
speed. They use Markov Decision Process (MDP) to theoret-
ically analyze the steady system state probability distribution,
and based on that develop an optimal handoff policy. In [19],
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the authors propose a machine learning based cell association
algorithm in HetNets in a predictable horizon. To the best
of our knowledge, only the authors of [20] explicitly exploit
the characteristics of individual user behaviors for network
selection in heterogeneous wireless networks, consisting of
LTE and Wi-Fi. They propose a two-layer game-theoretic
framework to solve the problem by considering individual
user behavior with aim to reduce unnecessary handoffs. They
regard the social membership of individual user as a constraint
in their game model. So each individual player selects network
respecting to both his preference and social membership.
Moreover, some research work studies the cell association
rules from a different perspective. The authors of [24] and
[25] study the cell association for renewable energy powered
HetNets with backhaul constraints [24] and QoS constraints
[25] respectively. The authors of [26] study UE handoff
schemes for LTE HetNets.
III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we first describe our network and user
behavior models, and then formulate the cell association as
a stochastic optimization problem.
A. Network Model
Consider a HetNet with M open access SBSs underlying
an MBS. Let M be the set of BSs with the cardinality |M| =
M +1. We assume that a central controller is deployed in the
MBS. The SBSs share the same frequency resources with the
MBS [4]. An SBS can serve at most N UEs simultaneously
due to resource constraint. We assume that each UE is allowed
to be associated with only one BS at the same time [4]. Several







Fig. 1. Two-tier heterogeneous cellular network.
Let N be the set of UEs in the network. For a particular UE
in N , say UE n, we assume that the achievable transmission
rate is determined by two factors: spectral efficiency and the
fraction of wireless network resources allocated to the UE
[4], [6]. The spectral efficiency for UE n is directly related
to the received SINR of the serving BS j. In this paper we
assume that the channel is flat and the transmit power of BS
is allocated uniformly to each sub-channel. Hence the SINR






, j 2 M, (1)
where PTj denotes the transmit power of BS j; gjn(t) is the
channel gain between UE n and BS j at time t; and  2 is the
noise level. Thus the spectral efficiency for UE n at time t
can be expressed as
rjn(t) = log2 (1 + SINR
j
n(t)). (2)
As each BS serves multiple UEs, the UEs associated with
the same BS should share the bandwidth resources. For a given
UE n, we use cjn(t) to denote the bandwidth allocated by BS
j at time t. Thus the achievable transmission rate for UE n
associated with BS j at time t is Rjn(t) = cjn(t) ·rjn(t) [4], [6].
We assume that both the MBS and SBSs uniformly allocate
the bandwidth resources to their served UEs. The achievable





where Uj is the number of UEs served by BS j, and Bj is
the total bandwidth of BS j. As all the BSs use the same
frequency, we use B to replace Bj .
B. User Behavior Model
In this paper, we consider both individual and clustering
user behaviors in cell association. We focus on UE distribution
characteristics and UE mobility pattern for clustering and
individual user behaviors respectively.
Let us first discuss the clustering user behavior. Obviously
the UE distribution density in hotspot areas is relatively higher
than that in the other areas. Intuitively this uneven distributions
can affect cell associations and thus system throughput. Simi-
lar to that in [15], [16], we use Gini coefficient to mathemat-
ically describe the degree of the distribution unbalance. Let
⇢(x) be a general UE distribution function shown in Fig.2,
where x-axis and y-axis represent the cumulative fraction
of BS and UE respectively. We use h(x) = x to denote
the complete homogeneous UE distribution curve. The Gini
coefficient G based on ⇢(x) is defined as G = AA+B , where A
is the area between h(x) and ⇢(x), and B is the area between
⇢(x) and coordinate axis. As h(x) is deterministic, G is only




= 2A = 1  2B. (4)
A larger G(0  G  1) means that there are more UEs
distributed in the hotspot area, while a smaller G means a
more even UE distribution. Gini coefficient G is time-varying
due to UE mobility, and we can periodically update it.
Next we discuss the individual user behavior which is
reflected by UE mobility patterns. We use the mobility pattern
which is very similar to a well-known model Straight-line
Motion with Random Bouncing (sLRB) [27] where users move
in random directions along a straight line with a constant
speed, and once reaching the cell-edge, users bounce in
random directions. In this mobility model, we assume that
the speed is not a constant, and it changes at the decision
times with a certain probability. The assumption on movement
direction remain the same as that in sLRB model. Hence, both
user movement speed and direction are implicitly taken into
4
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Fig. 2. User distribution curve in HetNets.
account in our mobility model. In detail, For a specific UE, say
UE n, we assume that he moves to a specific direction with
a random speed vn. The movement speed changes at decision
times with a certain probability, due to users schedule, users
location, or even the transmission rate he is enjoying, etc.. UEs
may have different speed transition probabilities according
to their behavior characteristics. Similar to that in [28], we
discrete UE speed into K levels. Let Kn = 1, 2, · · · ,K be the
set of the speed levels of UE n and ⌧n(t) be the speed level at
time t. We assume that ⌧n(t) can be changed at decision times,
and then it will keep static until the next decision time. Thus it
is a stochastic variable, and the transition probability, denoted
by 'jwnvn , when associated with BS j can be expressed as
'jwnvn = Pr{⌧n(t+ 1) = vn|⌧n(t) = wn, an(t) = j}, (5)
where an(t) denotes the serving BS of UE n. The probability
'jwnvn is related to the serving BS due to that the serving BS
is related to the location and QoS of the UE which may affect
the user mobility behavior. As it is not the key problem that
we focus on, we use a simple statistical method to obtain the
value of 'jwnvn . In more details, we can periodically collect
and calculate the speed transition frequencies and use them to
approximate the transition probabilities. Indeed the value of
'jwnvn in current period is calculated from the data collected in
the last period. 'jwnvn can reflect characteristics of individual
user behaviors. In general, we use two parameters to reflect
the user behaviors in our system model, G is for clustering
behaviors, and 'jwnvn is for individual behaviors. Both G and
'jwnvn are periodically updated.
After discussing the user behavior model, we analyze the
relationship between the available transmission rate Rjn(t)
and the user behaviors. First, Rjn(t) is directly affected by
the user distribution and spectrum efficiency. Intuitively, high
spectrum efficiency and spare user distribution could lead to
a high transmission rate for a UE. Second, if the movement
speed is relatively high for a UE, the channel quality and
thus the available transmission rate may change quickly. On
the other hand, if the user distribution varies greatly which
means that the available bandwidth resource changes rapidly
due to the resource sharing of the same BS, the transmission
rate of the UE could also change greatly. Hence, the value of
Rjn(t) is directly related to the user distribution and spectrum
efficiency, and the variation trend is affected by UE movement
and distribution.
C. Cell Association Problem
Based on user behaviors, we model the cell association
problem as a stochastic optimization problem with aim to
maximize long-term system throughput. We need to make cell
associations for UEs at decision time t subject to resource
constraints and user behaviors. We define binary variables
yji (t) 2 {0, 1}, 8(i, j) 2 N ⇥ M to indicate whether UE















yji (t)  Nj , 8j 2 M, (6-1)
X
j2M
yji (t) = 1, 8i 2 N , (6-2)
yji 2 {0, 1}, 8(i, j) 2 N ⇥M, (6-3)
where Nj in (6-1) states the connection limitation of BS j.



















, SBS j is in non-hotspot area
|N | , the MBS
. (7)
Hence, Nj is directly related to the user distribution. For
example, when G = 0 which means a uniform UE distribution,
the value of Nj is the same for all SBSs. When G = 1 which
means all the UEs are distributed in the hot-spot area, Nj
equals to the maximum connection capability |N | for the
SBSs in hot-spot area, and 0 for the SBSs in non-hotspot
area respectively. On the other hand, since the optimization
objective in (6) is the long-term throughput in T , we cannot
only consider a statistic network snapshot. In other words, we
need to take user mobility into consideration to optimize long-
term system throughput. Therefore, both the clustering and the
individual user behavior are also taken into consideration in
P1.
The objective of P1 is to maximize the total system through-
put in duration T . (6-1) ensures that the number of UEs
associated with the same BS does not exceed the maximum
BS connection limitation. (6-2) and (6-3) guarantee that each
UE is associated with only one BS at a time.
Obviously it is difficult to solve stochastic optimization
problem P1 directly due to the following reasons. (1) yji (t) are
binary variables. (2) Our optimization objective is a long-term
metric: total system throughput in time T . The instantaneous
optimal solution cannot guarantee the long-term performance.
(3) Both user behavior parameters G and 'jwnvn are time-
varying. In the following, we show that even in the simplest
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scenario where the system consists of only one SBS and one
MBS, the problem is already PSPACE-hard, which means that
the time and memory consumption grow exponentially with
problem scale. To make the problem mathematically tractable,
we resort to a sub-optimal solution by solving the original
problem in two steps. First, we derive the UE association
priority index for a specific SBS. Second, we make cell
association decisions in general HetNets based on the index
obtained in the first step.
IV. UE ASSOCIATION FOR AN SBS
As the first step in solving problem P1, we study UE
association for a specific SBS (written as UAS problem for
short) in the proposed system model. Based on stochastic
optimization model RMAB, we model UAS problem as a
pseudo-RMAB problem, where the constraint of actions is
different from that in RMAB, and solve it by the primal-
dual index heuristic algorithm. We first briefly describe RMAB
problem.
A. Preliminaries: RMAB Problem
Multi-armed bandit (MAB) is one of decision theory es-
pecially in stochastic optimization problem. A MAB model
consists of three elements: actions, states and rewards. The
action chooses one of N arms at each decision time by the
controller. Every arm has finite state space. We say that an
arm is active when it is chosen at decision time t. The active
arm i can generate an immediate reward ri(x) at time t in
state x(t), and then this arm will switch to another state y at
the next decision time t+ 1 with probability Pxy . An arm is
passive when it is not chosen at time t, and then no reward
is gained and the state of this arm is frozen. Our aim is to
maximize the expected reward or total discounted reward over
a long-term horizon by finding the optimal policy that decides
which arm to be chosen at each decision time.
There are several variants of the classical MAB model, one
of them is RMAB proposed by Whittle [29]. In RMAB model,
we allow m (m could be 1) active arms at each decision time,
and the states of all arms can be changed (not only the active
arms) at decision times. All the arms will generate a reward
in two different ways: active and passive (the passive reward
could be 0). The objective of RMAB is identical to that of
the classical MAB model. It has already been proved that
finding the optimal policy for RMAB is PSPACE-hard even in
the special case of deterministic state transition situation and
m = 1 [30]. In the following we formulate UAS problem as
a pseudo-RMAB problem based on RMAB model.
B. UAS Problem Formulation
Consider a specific SBS, say SBS k, in the proposed system
model, and let N be the set of UEs with cardinality N . Based
on RMAB model, we formulate UAS problem respect to three
aspects: actions, states and rewards.
First, we discuss the actions of our problem. We regard
N UEs in the system as N arms in RMAB model. Let
an(t) 2 {0, 1} denote the action of UE n at time t, where
an(t) = 1 means that UE n is associated with the SBS at
time t otherwise the MBS. In other words, according to the
RMAB model, an(t) = 0 means that arm n is passive at
time t and active otherwise. The RMAB modeling requires
that there are exactly m active arms at each decision time,
which implies that in UAS problem, the SBS should always
serve fixed number of UEs. This constraint is unrealistic, and
thus we use the constraint that the number of UEs served by





an(t)  Nk, t = 1, 2 · · · (8)
Due to this different constraint of actions, UAS problem cannot
be modelled as an RMAB problem. Hence, we call it pseudo-
RMAB problem.
Second, we discuss the state and the transition probability
in UAS problem. For a specific UE n, the state of the UE at
time t is determined by two factors: UE mobility speed and
spectral efficiency of the SBS. The former is studied in Section
III.B, and we here study the latter. Similarly, we discretize the
spectral efficiency into L levels. Let Ln = 1, 2, · · · , L be the
set of the spectrum efficiency levels of UE n, and ln(t) be
the level at time t. Thus ln(t) is a stochastic variable, and the
transition probability  a,wngnhn under a certain speed level wn
can be expressed as
 a,wngnhn = Pr
⇢
ln(t+ 1) = hn
    





Note that speed level can affect the transition probability of
spectral efficiency. We use the same method presented in
Section III.B to obtain the value of  a,wnenhn .
With ⌧n(t) 2 Kn and ln(t) 2 Ln, we can define Sn =
Kn ⇥ Ln as the state space of UE n, where ⇥ is Cartesian
product. We use vector in = (wn, en) 2 Sn to denote the
state of UE n which means that ⌧n(t) = wn and ln(t) = en.
We then derive the state transition probability of UE n.
Proposition 1: For UE n, the transition probability from
state in = (wn, en) to jn = (vn, hn) under action an(t) = a




Proof: According to the conditional probability formula
we have
P ainjn = Pr{Sn(t+ 1) = jn|Sn(t+ 1) = in, an(t) = a}
= Pr
⇢
⌧n(t+ 1) = vn, ⌧n(t) = wn, ln(t) = en,




ln(t+ 1) = hn
    
⌧n(t) = wn, ln(t) = en,




⌧n(t+ 1) = vn
    





Since the transition probability of spectrum efficiency is
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independent with the speed of the next decision time, we have
Pr
⇢
ln(t+ 1) = hn
    
⌧n(t) = wn, ln(t) = en,
an(t) = a, ⌧n(t+ 1) = vn
 
=Pr {ln(t+ 1) = hn |⌧n(t) = wn, ln(t) = en, an(t) = a}
= a,wnenhn .
(11)
Moreover, the transition probability of speed is independent
with the current spectrum efficiency, and we thus have
Pr{⌧n(t+ 1) = vn|⌧n(t) = wn, an(t) = a, ln(t) = en}
=Pr{⌧n(t+ 1) = vn|⌧n(t) = wn, an(t) = a}
='awnvn .
(12)
Combining (10) (11) and (12), we can express the state
transition probability as
P ainjn = Pr{Sn(t+ 1) = jn|Sn(t+ 1) = in, an(t) = a}
=  a,wnenhn · '
a
wnvn .
Third, we discuss the reward in UAS problem. Once a cell
association decision is made, UEs will gain an immediate
reward Ran(t)n (t) from the served BSs, which can reflect the
immediate throughput in real communication system. Hence,
we use the achievable transmission rate to define the reward.
For a particular UE n, we can directly give the reward






A policy ⇧ can be written as a matrix, ⇧ =
[⇡(1),⇡(2), · · · ,⇡(t) · · · ], where the N dimension vector
⇡(t) = [a1(t), a2(t), · · · , aN (t)]T that satisfies (8), is the cell
association policy at decision time t. The expected discounted











where   is a discount factor, and 0 <   < 1. Since the total
time T in problem P1 is large enough compared with the
decision period, we can transform the optimization objective
from a sum of undiscounted reward over a finite horizon into
a total discounted reward over an infinite time horizon (13).
Moreover, as mentioned in [29], [31], the solutions of non-
discounted problems could be obtained by letting the discount
factor tend to one. Hence, we focus on the problem with
discounted reward objective in the paper, similar to the way
used in related work [29], [31].
Our objective is to find the optimal policy that maximizes
the expected discounted reward provided that the initial state
S(0) is given. Note that the initial state S(0) denotes the
system state, and the system state space S is the product of
the state spaces of all UEs, i.e. S = S1⇥S2⇥ · · ·⇥SN , where


















an(t)  Nk, t = 1, 2 · · · (14-1)
an(t) 2 {0, 1}, t = 1, 2 · · · (14-2)
Similar to the illustration in Section III.C, we know that both
individual and clustering user behaviors are considered in P2.
We now explain that how problem P1 can be transformed
into P2 for studying the cell association between a specific
SBS and the MBS. First, we introduce 0-1 variable an(t)
in P2 to indicate whether the UE n is associated with the
specific SBS. Hence, the variable yji (t) in P1 is replaced by
an(t) in P2. Second, for the optimization objective, since there
is only one SBS in P2, the notation
P
j2M in P1 does not
exist in P2. Moreover, we transform the optimization objective
from a sum of undiscounted reward over a finite horizon into
a total discounted reward over an infinite time horizon (13).
Hence, the optimization objective becomes to (14). Third, the
constraint (6-1) in P1 is corresponding to (14-1) in P2, and
(6-2), (6-3) in P1 corresponds to (14-2) in P2.
C. Complexity Analysis of UAS Problem
In this subsection, we show that UAS problem P2 is
PSPACE-hard. PSPACE is a class of problems solvable in
polynomial space [30]. In comparison, a decision problem is
PSPACE-hard if any problem in PSPACE can be reduced to it
in polynomial time [31]. PSPACE-hard problem is considered
more intractable than NP-hard [30].
Proposition 2: UAS problem P2 is PSPACE-hard.
Proof: First, for a special case of UAS problem where the
constraint of active arm is
PN
n=1 an(t) = 0, we just associate
all the UEs with the MBS. Then we prove the PSPACE-
hardness for a general UAS problem with the constraint
0 <
PN
n=1 an(t)  Nk.
Assume that UAS problem is not PSPACE-hand. In this
case for all instances of UAS, we can find a polynomial-
memory solution. Specifically, let Nk = 1, for convenience,
we denote this specific instance as UAS1. We denote the
RMAB problem that the number of active arms m equals to 1
as RMAB1. The only difference between UAS1 and RMAB1
is the constraint of active arm: 0 <
PN
n=1 an(t)  1 for
UAS1, and
PN
n=1 an(t) = 1 for RMAB1.
First, all the instances in RMAB1 are included in UAS1.
Second, as an(t) 2 {0, 1}, for the optimal solution of UAS1
is the same as RMAB1. Thus, RMAB1 can be reducible
to UAS1. As we can solve UAS1 in polynomial memory,
RMAB1 is not PSPACE-hard, which is contradictory to the
proof in [30]. Thus, the assumption that UAS problem is not
PSPACE-hand is not true.
Note that according to Proposition 2, we know our original
problem P1 is also PSPACE-hard.
D. Primal-dual Index Heuristic Algorithm
Borrowing the idea in solving RMAB problem in [32],
we use the primal-dual index heuristic algorithm to solve the
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pseudo-RMAB problem P2. First, similar to Whittles idea [29],
we use the total discounted number of active arms to relax (14-
1) due to the PSPACE-hardness. It states that we restrict the
total discounted number of arms do not exceed Nk/(1   )
instead of the constraint of the exactly number at each decision














For solving the pseudo-RMAB problem we introduce new op-
timization variables x1jn and x
0
jn




the expected total discounted time that UE n is in state jn and








where I1jn(t) is an indicator defined as
I1jn(t) =
(




We use the total discounted time rather than the total time to














Besides this constraint of x1jn , for a particular UE n, there are
also some constraints for the total discounted time of different




. For convenience, we introduce vector xn, whose








We find that the performance region of xn is Qn according

























where ↵jn is the probability that the initial state of UE n is
jn. Note that ↵jn is determined by S(0), and it can only be
0 or 1. The performance region means that xn is within the
region of Qn under any cell association policies. Hence, by
introducing the performance region, we can define constraint
(20-1) for xn. Therefore, problem (14) can be transformed






















We next briefly describe the derivation process from (14)
to (20). We first introduce new variables xanjn defined in (16).
From the definition of xanjn , the optimization objective (14)
can be transformed into (20). Note that the given condition
S(0) in (14) is included as constraint (20-1). Then we find
the performance region of xanjn is Qn when the initial state
S(0) is given. Hence, constraint (20-1) is obtained. Constraint
(14-1) corresponds to (20-2) expressed by xanjn , and (14-2)
does not exist for xanjn . With these derivations, problem (14)
can be transformed into (20).
For each xn 2 Qn, there are exactly |Sn| constraints.
For example, for UE 1 with state space S1, for each state















. Since there are |S1| states for UE
1, we can list all the |S1| constraints in this way. There-
fore, the total number of the constraints in problem (20) isPN
n=1 |Sn|+ 1.
By introducing a slack variable in constraint (20-2), we can
obtain the equivalent problem in standard linear programming
(LP) form for (20). For a standard LP, by using dual theory










s.t.  jn    
X
in2Sn
P 0jnin in   R
0





P 1jnin in +     R
1
jn , 8jn 2 Sn, n 2 N ,
(21-2)
    0. (21-3)
Both problems (20) and (21) are LP which can be easily
solved. Let {xanjn} and { 
⇤
jn
, ⇤} be the optimal solutions
to problem (20) and its corresponding dual problem D (21)































as the index of UE n at state jn. Following proposition
describes the meaning of the index in our problem.
Proposition 3: The index  kjn states the decreasing rate of
the total system throughput as a function of the elapsed time
when UE n is associated with SBS k at state jn.
Proof: According to the dual theory, we obtain that  1jn




) is the decreasing rate of the optimization
objective in problem (20) with the increasing of variable x1jn
(x0jn).
If UE n is associated with SBS k in state jn at time
t, on the one hand, x1jn is increased by  
t according to
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(16), and the optimization objective in (20) is decreased by
 t 1jn ; on the other hand, x
0
jn
is decreased by  t, and the
optimization objective in (20) is increased by  t 0jn . Hence,







when UE n is associated with SBS k in
state jn at time t. As   and t are parameters which are not
related to UE n,  kjn =  
1
jn
   0jn is used to denote the
decreasing rate.
The optimal solution to problem (21), { ⇤jn , 
⇤
}, is affected
by user behavior parameters P ainjn and G. From (22), (23)
and (24), we know that  0jn ,  
1
jn
and thus the derived index
 kjn are directly related to P
a
injn
and G. In other words, both
the individual and clustering user behavior characteristics can
affect the index computation, and thus the user cell association
decisions.
In summary, through solving the two LP problems, we
obtain the index defined in (24) of the SBS. According to
the meaning of index, we know that for a specific UE, the
smaller the index is, the more likely the UE is associated with
the SBS. Note that the rationale behind the index computation
is leveraging the relationship between user behavior and the
associated BS to make cell association decisions. Based on
the indices obtained, we will develop an Index Enabled
Association (IDEA) policy for the general model of HetNets
in the next section.
Note that the proposed algorithm can also work for ob-
taining the index for the non-discounted problem (mentioned














By letting   = 1, and using finite time instead of infinite
time, the variable x1jn defined in (16) and constraint (20-














 TNk respectively. The other parts of
the algorithm remain unchanged.
V. IDEA CELL ASSOCIATION POLICY
In this section, we focus on the original problem P1 to
make cell association decisions for UEs in general HetNets.
We first elaborate the procedure of IDEA policy, and then
analyze the computational complexity and signaling overhead
of IDEA policy.
A. IDEA Policy
We now focus on the cell association for a general HetNet
which contains multiple SBSs and one MBS. For each SBS,
we solve a UAS problem to obtain an association index defined
in (24). From Proposition 3, we know that the index represents
the decreasing rate of the total system throughput as function
of the elapsed time, which reflects the association priority
between a specific SBS and the MBS. Note that the index
is usually a real number instead of an integer. As the indices
are derived for individual SBSs by compared with the same
MBS, the association priority among SBSs are still valid. Thus,
according to Proposition 3, we know that UEs are more likely
to be associated with an SBS that has small index. Based on
the indices, we develop the IDEA policy for general HetNets.
As we focus on long-term system throughput and user
behavior parameters are time-varying, we need to update the
parameters periodically in IDEA. We denote by T the length
of parameter updating period. In each period, the timeframe
of our proposed IDEA policy is mainly composed of four
phases: initialization, index computation, cell association and
user behavior parameters update, as shown in Fig.3 (a). Fig.3
(b) illustrates the four phases of IDEA policy in detail. IDEA
policy involves both user plane and control plane operations.
Initialization and cell association phases are performed in both
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(b) IDEA policy in a specific period
Fig. 3. Illustration of IDEA policy
Referring to Fig.3 (b) and Algorithm 1, we describe the
four phases of IDEA policy in detail. First, in the initialization
phase, the central controller (CC) leverages the last period data
to estimate user behavior parameters G(t), Pjn, and system
initial state ↵0.
In index computation phase (lines 2-6 in Algorithm 1), the
CC computes the indices for individual SBS and thus obtains a
mapping function  k between UE states and the indices, where




UE n is associated with SBS k in state jn. From Algorithm 1
lines 2-6, we know that we use the same mapping functions in
a specific period. Thus, the index computation is only executed
once in a period.
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In the cell association phase, once a specific UE n needs
to make a handoff decision (line 7 in Algorithm 1), he should
detect and notify the current state to the CC. The CC first
selects the set of admissible SBSs, which is denoted by An
and can be expressed by An = {k|SINRkn    }, where   is
an SINR threshold parameter. The CC then maps the states
to indices according to the mapping function  k. Finally, the
UE is associated with the MBS if An = ?, or the SBS k⇤ =
arg min
k2An
 kkn otherwise. We repeat this phase for making all
UE cell association decisions until the end of each period (line
2 of Algorithm 1).
In the updating phase, UEs send their own last period state
transition frequency information as well as the location to the
CC which in turn uses this information to update Pjn and G as
shown in Section III.B. Once the parameters are updated, the
index mapping functions need to be re-computed (lines 4-5 of
Algorithm 1).
For new arrival UEs, due to the lack of behavior informa-
tion, we use the traditional maximum SINR rule to make cell
association decisions in the first period, and then go into the
updating phase to evaluate the user behavior parameters at the
end of first period. After that, we use IDEA policy for these
new arrival UEs in the following periods.
Algorithm 1 : IDEA policy
Input: Network topology; UE locations, movement direction
and speed.
Output: UE association decisions.
Initialization:
1: Associate UE with BS provided the maximum SINR
Updating and Index Computation:
2: if t = nT then
3: Input: the information of last period.
4: Calculate user behavior parameters G and Pjn.
5: Output: new mapping functions  k for SBSs.
6: end if
UE Association:
7: while SINRkn <   do
8: for k 2 An do
9: detect the state of UE n for SBS k
10: obtain index  kjn from mapping function  k.
11: end for




14: go into Index Computation and Update phase
B. Computational Complexity and Signaling Overhead
In IDEA policy, the major computational complexity lies
in the index computation phase, in which we need to solve
two LP problems with O(n4) computational complexity in
the worst case [33], where n is the number of variables.















problem. Note that the indices are computed offline before
cell association phase, and it is only computed once in a
period. Thus, this computational complexity does not affect
the real-time cell association decisions. In cell association
phase, the indices of admissible BSs are sorted and thus the
computational complexity of this phase is O (|An|). Note
that this computational complexity is similar to that of the
traditional maximum SINR cell association policy, which also
needs to sort SINR.
We next discuss the signaling overhead in IDEA policy. The
UE that needs to make cell association decision notifies the
states (both speed and the channel conditions from the UE to
each SBS) to the CC, and the number of signaling exchanges
needed is M + 1. Then the CC selects the set of admissible
BSs An for the UE, and sends the corresponding indices to the
UE with |An| signaling overhead. Finally, the UE is associated
with the SBS with the smallest index. Thus, the total number
of signaling exchanges needed is M + 1 + |An| for a UE
to make a cell association decision. In comparison, for the
traditional maximum SINR cell association policy, the number
of signaling exchanges is |An|. Thus, the cost of IDEA policy
is the extra M + 1 signaling exchanges.
C. Impact of Individual and Clustering User Behaviors on
Cell Association
In this subsection, we analyze the respective impact of
user behavior parameters on system performance. First, we
analyze the impact of the clustering user behavior parameter
G when the individual user behavior parameter 'jwnvn is fixed.
From (7), we can see that G directly affects BS connection
limitation parameter Nj . For a larger G, Nj is larger for hot-
spot SBSs, and smaller for non-hotspot SBSs. Then, from
Problem (20), we can see that the upper bound of feasible
region is higher (lower) with larger (smaller) Nj . Since (20)
is an LP, the optimal solution is obtained on the boundary







jn can be obtained for those SBSs in
hotspot (non-hotspot) area by solving Problem (20), where
x⇤1jn is the optimal solution of (20). From the definition of
x1jn (16), a larger (smaller) x
1
jn
means that UE n is associated
with SBS j for a longer (shorter) time. Hence, when 'jwnvn
is fixed, for a larger G, users are more likely to be associated
with the SBSs which are in the hot-spot area.
Next, we discuss the impact of 'jwnvn . We can see that




the solution of (20). Therefore, the cell association rule is
related to this parameter. However, it is hard to theoretically
analyze how the parameter affect the system throughput. We
will thus conduct some simulation experiments in Section VI
to explore the relationship between UE movement speed and
the proposed cell association rules.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we compare IDEA with the other three typ-
ical cell association policies: conventional max-SINR, RAT-
game [5] and learning-based SAMSRL [19] by using simu-
lations. The max-SINR policy is indeed the conventional cell
association policy which always associates UEs with the BS
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that can provide the maximum SINR. RAT-game is based on
a non-cooperative game which uses the throughput as each
UEs preference. Thus UE always selects the BS to increase
their own individual throughput in this policy. SAMSRL policy
is based on a reinforcement learning framework with the
objective to maximize long-term system throughput. With the
leaning mechanism, SAMSRL implicitly takes user behavior
into account by updating reward, and thus optimizes the long-
term performance.
A. Simulation Settings
We consider a two-tier HetNet which consists of an MBS,
some SBSs and UEs. Within the coverage of MBS, there
are three hotspot areas. The radius of the MBS, SBSs and
the underlying hotspot area is 500, 50 and 150 meters,
respectively. The MBS is located at the central of the network.
The ratio of SBSs located in hotspot area and non-hotspot
area is 0.6 and 0.4 respectively. An SBS is able to admit
at most 6 UEs simultaneously. UEs are randomly distributed
in the area with randomly generated user behavior parameter
'jwnvn . The transmit power of the MBS and SBSs is 46 and
20 dBm respectively. We assume that UE can achieve the
Shannon capacity, i.e. the spectrum efficiency of UE n served
by BS j is rjn(t) = log2 (1 + SINR
j
n) with the unit bits per
second per Hertz. The bandwidth allocated to all the BSs is
assumed to be 10MHz. We use L(d) = 34 + 40 log (d) and
L(d) = 37 + 30 log (d) to model the path loss from a UE
to the MBS and SBSs respectively. The noise power is set
to -104dBm for all receivers based on the room temperature
and bandwidth. The system parameters used in simulations are
listed in Table II, which are similar to those in related work
[6], [7]. Our numerical computations are implemented with
MATLAB codes and carried out on a PC equipped with an




Macrocell radius 500 m
Small cell radius 50 m
Hotspot area radius 150 m
Connection capability of SBS 6
Power of MBS 46 dBm
Power of SBS 20 dBm
SINR threshold -10 dB
Bandwidth 10 MHz
Path loss model for MBS L(d) = 34+40 log(d)
Path loss model for SBS L(d) = 37+30 log(d)
Noise power -104 dBm
B. Numerical results and discussions
In Experiment 1, we compare the total system throughput
in 1000 seconds for the three cell association policies. We
fix the number of SBSs and UEs to 30 and 100 respectively.
The average UE movement speed is 5m/s. We conduct 100
independent experiments with random distributions of UEs
and SBSs for computing the average system throughput. Fig.4
shows the total system throughput for the four cell association
policies in 1000 seconds with different length of update
period T . As max-SINR, RAT-game and SAMSRL do not
take consideration of user behavior, T does not affect the
performance of the three policies. From Fig.4 we can see that
the system throughput of IDEA policy is approximately equal
to that of max-SINR policy when T = 10s. This is because
that the estimations of user behavior parameters are inaccurate
due to the lack of history information in the short period time
T . These inaccurate parameters degrade the system throughput
of IDEA. We also find that the system throughput of IDEA
policy increases with the length of period T , and when T
exceeds 100s, we can see that the system throughput of IDEA
is significantly higher than that of the other two policies.
In more details, when T = 200s, the system throughput of
max-SINR, SAMSRL, RAT-game and IDEA is 7.48 ⇥ 103,
7.95 ⇥ 103, 8.06 ⇥ 103 and 8.59 ⇥ 103, respectively. These
numbers show that IDEA can improve system throughput by
15%, 8% and 7% when compared with max-SINR and RAT-
game, respectively. Note that the system throughput is the sum
of 1000 rate (uniformed in bit/Hertz) samples in 1000 seconds
(so call long-term throughput as the optimization objective).
hence, the achievable rate per user is about 0.08 bps/Hz, which
is reasonable for cellular networks.
Fig. 4. Comparisons of system throughput vs. T .
In Experiment 2, we compare the number of handoffs in
the four cell association policies with the same parameters
in the first experiment. Fig.5 shows the number of handoffs
for the four policies in 1000 seconds. We can see that the
number of handoffs of SAMSRL is much smaller than that
of the other three policies. This is because that SAMSRL
inherently has constraints on redundant handoffs by using
learning mechanism. We also find that the number of handoffs
in IDEA policy increases rapidly when the length of period T
is short, and it changes slightly when T   100s. Specifically,
when T = 100s, the total number of handoffs in 1000 seconds
of SAMSRL, max-SINR, RAT game, and IDEA is 342, 577,
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795 and 798, respectively. This result implies that significant
system throughput gain can be accomplished with a relatively
small compromise on the number of handoffs.
Fig. 5. Comparisons of the number of handoffs vs. T .
In Experiment 3, we compare the system throughput for
different values of user distribution parameter G. We fix T =
100s in this experiment and use other parameters which are
used in Experiment 1. Fig.6 shows the system throughput in
1000 seconds for the four cell association policies as a function
of G. From the results, we can see that the system throughput
of all the four policies increases with G. From the theoretical
analysis, we know that users are more likely to be associated
with the SBSs which are in the hot-spot area for a larger G.
Since the density of SBS in hot-spot area is higher than that in
other area, UEs can obtain more bandwidth and thus achieve
a higher system throughput. Moreover, we also find that the
system throughput of IDEA is almost significantly higher than
that of the other three policies due to the consideration of
user behaviors. Only when G is larger than 0.5, IDEA and
SAMSRL have similar throughput performance.
Fig. 6. Comparisons of system throughput vs. Gini coefficient.
In Experiment 4, we examine the effect of UE move-
ment speed on system throughput. Again, we use the same
parameters as those in Experiment 1, and fix T = 100s,
G = 0.3. Fig.7 shows the system throughput in 1000 seconds
for the four policies as a function of UE movement speed.
From this figure we can see that IDEA achieves the highest
system throughput under no mobility circumstance. This is
because that besides movement speed, IDEA also takes user
distribution characteristics into account. With the mean speed
of UEs increasing from 2 to 6 m/s, IDEA always outperforms
the other three policies in system throughput. When the mean
speed exceeds 10 m/s, the system throughput of all the four
policies is low due to the fast changing of channel quality.
Fig. 7. Comparisons of system throughput vs. mean speed.
Fig. 8. Comparisons of average UE transmission rate vs. number of UEs.
In Experiment 5, we explore the relationship between UE
transmission rate and the number of UEs while using fixed
T = 100s in IDEA. Fig.8 shows the average UE rate in
1000 seconds for the four policies as a function of the
number of UEs. From this figure we can see that the average
UE transmission rate of IDEA is always higher than that
of the other three policies. We also find that the average
UE transmission rate of the four policies decreases with the
number of UEs, which is due to the bandwidth limitations in
the system.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a user behavior aware cell association policy
IDEA has been proposed for HetNets. In IDEA, both clus-
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tering and individual user behavior characteristics have been
taken into account. IDEA makes cell association decisions
according to not only instantaneous UE and network states
but also UE mobility pattern and distribution characteristics.
Thus, a high long-term system throughput can be achieved.
Numerical results have demonstrated that IDEA policy can
improve the system throughput by approximately 15% when
compared with traditional cell association policies.
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